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1. Eyes Wide Open in Bangkok

Bangkok FreeStyle offers you the opportunity to learn about and visit Bangkok in a manner
quite unlike guidebooks of the past. We provide an overview and point in different directions,
we also provide background information on most subjects so that it is easier to identify those
places that would be of special interest too you. Each subject has web-links that can supply
more in-depth information.
We know Bangkok very well and have worked to provide you with the essential (it is our
computers that have been bombarded with the scams and junk). The website links
throughout this book all provide the information indicated.
Additionally, inter-linked-subjects in the iBook are indicated like this; chapter 12 @arts &
galleries -- touching this will take you to that page. The powerful “search” key in most
eReaders is another way of finding more information. Hold your finger on this word -Chatuchak for two seconds and then choose “search” in the drop menu -- within seconds
you will have access to each place this is mentioned in Bangkok FreeStyle. On the bottom left
side of screen, most eReaders give you the option to return to your original page. The
bookmark on top right side of page is another way to return to your start-page.
You will discover that moving easily and quickly everywhere, to learn more about your special
subjects of interest, is like opening doors to new worlds (your iPad/tablet/eReader was
perhaps the first door into this new world).
The photos on each page are closely related to the text – that is, anyone in that location/
situation would see something similar. Therefore, the content of each page IS the photocaption. Our goal is to help you spend more time enjoying Bangkok and less time searching!

All effort has been made to assure that the information we are providing is correct. However,
Bangkok is a young and dynamic city, growing and changing daily. Your comments/feedback
will be much appreciated as it will help us to continually update and assure that Bangkok
FreeStyle always has the best up-to-date information: sheba.suphannahong@gmail.com
Soon we will also be publishing two new books:
• Frontier Town on the Mekong
• Jungle Outposts.
These will be followed by books about other places and subjects of interest on this vibrant
IndoChina Peninsula: www.indochinapeninsula.org

2. Bangkok Map Overview
Bangkok is a huge megalopolis of over 15 million people. The goal of Bangkok FreeStyle is to
provide you information about parts of this city that will be of greatest interest. When
possible, the subjects are grouped in regions so that it will be easier to visit and to enjoy the
experience.
This Bangkok Map Overview will help as a “starter”. The chapter/subject areas (used
throughout Bangkok FreeStyle) are indicated, as well as important physical features –
Airports, Chao Phraya River, etc..
Within the chapter/subjects there are more detailed maps relating to that region of Bangkok.
Keep in mind that you can pinch-open the maps for easier reading, however, these maps

should be used only as a general indicator of where the subjects are located, especially in
relation to each other.
The maps in chapter 2, with public transportation, are especially helpful because - first it is
important to decide which is the best transportation to use to arrive at your destination. One
must also consider how the various public transportation systems inter-connect. In chapter
2@city khlong & canal boat there is a map from Bangkok Transit that shows an overview,
however, for this to be useful one also needs to review the various public transportation
systems in chapter 2.
Throughout Bangkok a rather unique address-system is used, for example, you will discover
the following: “beside the temple”, “exit 2 at the skytrain”, “near the bridge”, etc. Street
names and numbers have less importance than in many other major cities – when you are
close to your destination, then the local-community serves as the GPS navigation system!
When more information is desired, we suggest that you use one of the numerous iPad/tablet
Apps with maps and modern navigation systems. The following two are leaders in this
technology - providing details about Bangkok streets:
• Google Maps: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/my-places-for-google-maps/
id492861440?mt=8
• Sygic South-East Asia: www.sygic.com/en
There are also a wide variety of paper-maps available in kiosks and bookstores throughout
Bangkok.
Knowing how Bangkokians navigate, and keeping a general overview of transportation
options, will most likely save you trouble - and surely add more time for “discovery” in this
tropical city.

3. Siam and the Thai Culture Today

The Land of Smiles – this lovely slogan from the tourist department has much more to it
than what meets the eye.
One of the most distinctive Thai customs is the Wai, showing greeting, farewell, or
acknowledgement. This salutation is often accompanied by a serene smile symbolizing a
welcoming disposition and a pleasant attitude. This refinement is rooted in ancient Siameseculture, it is linked to promoting goodness and avoiding coarseness, which is the main
emphasis in the daily life of Thai people.
Many elements in the Thai culture originate from the Buddhist Temples, the monks are
particularly close to the people and they assure that Buddha’s teachings remain a
fundamental part of everyday life.
Siam/Thailand has never been colonized, therefore, these ancient traditions have never been
disturbed and they continue to provide the people with a moral-compass.
As the modern world becomes increasingly sterile, the ancient Siamese traditions are
increasingly appreciated.
Try to keep in mind that a radiant smile in Thailand reflects centuries of sophistication.

Throughout Bangkok FreeStyle you will find reference to the early Siamese culture and its
influence in Thailand today. Numerous chapters take a deeper look into these traditions:
• chapter 3 @Ratannakosin
• chapter 7 @spirit houses & shrines
• chapter 8 @health & wellness
• chapter 11 @other worlds – just beyond Bangkok.
Bangkok FreeStyle has been designed so that you might open your Mind and Eyes to the Land
of Smiles and its culture.

4. The Thai language
Here you will find a few tips about the Thai language, this is important because you will find
discrepancies in the spelling of words, and names of places throughout Thailand. We have
tried to be consistent in our use of names for places, however, this is difficult when maps,
signs, internet sites all use different spelling! And very often use different names! One of the
first that you will encounter is the BTS/skytrain stop before crossing the Chao Phraya River,
called “Saphan Taksin” by the skytrain; and the Chao Phraya River Express calls this point
“Sathorn”!
In fact, most every place has at least two names and they are both used all the time.
Sometimes they refer to two different things that are always linked together: Grand Palace &
Wat Phra Kaeo (Temple of Emerald Buddha) these are two different subjects within one
complex.
Wat Saket / Golden Mount – two different ways that people refer to this Temple.
Since we have not discovered any rationale motives for using different names, our choice has
been to use the current most popular terms. However, we try to be consistent in the way that
we use them:
• two different things will have an & sign between them
• one subject with two names will have a / between them.
The Thai language is considered one of the most difficult in the world to learn. According to
tradition it was created in 1283 by King Ramkhamhaeng. It is a combination of numerous very
old languages, including Sanskrit, Pali and Khmer, and some say that it was designed as a
protection for the Kingdom of Siam – few foreigners could ever master it well enough to
command the Siamese.
Nonetheless, making an effort to speak a few words of Thai to the locals will surely elicit
some beautiful smiles for you. The Thai are always delighted when foreigners attempt to
speak their language. A couple popular phrases are:
• Hello – Sawasdee Ka/ krup
• How are you – Koon sa-bai dee reu Ka/ krup
• Thank you – Korp-koon ka/ krup
• Yes – Chai ka/ krup
• No – Mai chai ka / mai chai krup
Women end sentences with “ka”
Men end sentences with “krup”.

An official standard Romanization (RTGS) for the Thai language was defined by the Royal Thai
Institute, however, in daily practice, a bewildering variety of translations are used, making it
difficult to know how to pronounce a word, or to judge if two words (e.g. on a map and a
street sign) are actually the same. Translation is generally made phonetically – write down
what you hear – and that is what everyone does. For example, such common words as the
Chao Phraya River, Banglamphou and Ratannakosin Island are all written in various ways.
Again, we try to use the spelling that is most popular and strive to remain consistent in our
use of that.
Thai is a tonal monosyllabic language. The same word can be said in five different ways normal or middle tone, high, low, rising and falling – and the meaning will be vastly different,
depending on the tone.
Written Thai employs an alphabet of 44 consonants and 32 vowels that combine to form
syllabic sounds. Furthermore, the Thai letters are complex, with each letter representing up
to two different sounds, and each consonant also being classified into low, medium or high
class. Theses classes determine the tone of the Thai syllable. When you learning the Thai
letters - three pieces of information must be memorized: 1. It's Initial Sound 2. It's Final
Sound 3. It's Class. For that reason the Thai alphabet is often presented with pictures to help
remember the sounds.

Thai is one of the oldest languages in East and South-East Asia. According to linguist, it may
event pre-date Chinese.
Fortunately, the Internet/iPad/tablets also helps with this difficult subject of communicating
with the Thai people:
• Here is a website where you can find translations of words, including the many different
meanings that a word might signify:
http://www.thai2english.com/online/dictionary/
•

This website provides a basic introduction to the Thai language:
www.thai-language.com

•

IF you want to hear the Thai pronunciation for a word, go to:
http://www.thai-language.com/id/816938

…and always keep in mind that Thai IS considered as one of the most difficult languages in
the world for foreigners to learn!

